Determining the Spike-Wave Index Using Automated Detection Software.
The spike-wave index (SWI) is a key feature in the diagnosis of electrical status epilepticus during slow-wave sleep. Estimating the SWI manually is time-consuming and is subject to interrater and intrarater variability. Use of automated detection software would save time. Thereby, this software will consistently detect a certain EEG phenomenon as epileptiform and is not influenced by human factors. To determine noninferiority in calculating the SWI, we compared the performance of a commercially available spike detection algorithm (P13 software, Persyst Development Corporation, San Diego, CA) with human expert consensus. The authors identified all prolonged EEG recordings for the diagnosis or follow-up of electrical status epilepticus during slow-wave sleep carried out from January to December 2018 at an epilepsy tertiary referral center. The SWI during the first 10 minutes of sleep was estimated by consensus of two human experts. This was compared with the SWI calculated by the automated spike detection algorithm using the three available sensitivity settings: "low," "medium," and "high." In the software, these sensitivity settings are denoted as perception values. Forty-eight EEG recordings from 44 individuals were analyzed. The SWIs estimated by human experts did not differ from the SWIs calculated by the automated spike detection algorithm in the "low" perception mode (P = 0.67). The SWIs calculated in the "medium" and "high" perception settings were, however, significantly higher than the human expert estimated SWIs (both P < 0.001). Automated spike detection (P13) is a useful tool in determining SWI, especially when using the "low" sensitivity setting. Using such automated detection tools may save time, especially when reviewing larger epochs.